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6        CASL Cohort 4 @ WISD 

           Post-Secondary presentation @ Lakes 8  

7     Post-Secondary presentation @  

           Village/Farms 8  

7-8     MEA Conference  Grand Rapids, MI 

13     Post-Secondary presentation @ Creekside 8  

           Elementary Principals Network @ LESA 

14     Curriculum Ad Staff 9:30-11:30 AM @ PDC 

16     Kindergarten Orientation @ HESSC 10 AM 

19       Post-Secondary presentation @ HS 2:30 PM 

21     Reading Support Meeting  12:30 PM 

          District Leadership Team 4:30-6:00 PM 

          CASL Cohorts 1 & 3 @ WISD 

22     PD Day—No Students (DPPD 8-11/ TO 12-3) 

26      Post-Secondary presentation @ MS 2:30 PM 

27      Post-Secondary Advisory Meeting @ HS 1:30 PM 

M-STEP 

3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th Grade   
 April 29 - May 24  

M-STEP  

5th, 8th & 11th Grade   
April 8 - May 3 

PSAT / SAT  

  8th, 9th, 10th Grade 
April 9  

2nd Grade InView Testing  
March 4th -  15th  

 
1st  Grade CogAT Testing  

 April 8th -  11th 

2/21, 3/21, 4/25, 5/30 

12:30—3:30 PM 

@ HESSC Special Ed  

Conference Room 

READING SUPPORT MEETINGS 

February 4th—March 22nd 
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by Dave Minsker and Mikki Cheney 

 The Farms Highly Capable Cluster (HCC) group has more than 80 students who participate 
in a variety of activities that are provided during Acceleration Time at the start of the school 
day.   The Highly Capable Cluster team is led by a group of parents, Becky Linton, Catherine  
Pantelas, Kelly Swims, and Angie Cheney, who organize and implement the activities. Last year we had 
approximately 14 events throughout the school year. This year we have over 30 events scheduled for 
5th and 6th grade HCC students. Some of the topics that we will be focusing on throughout the 
school year are the following: Game Design, Upper Level Mathematics, Foreign Languages,  
Financial Literacy, and Robotics.  We are very lucky to have an amazing parent group that is  
excited to offer these opportunities to our HCC students.  In addition to these HCC activities, there 
are a group of students who are trained in different areas of management to run our LOC  
Student-run Credit Union.  This occurs on a weekly basis and the students learn to manage money, 
promote sales, and work as tellers.  This has been a great experience for our students who manage 
the bank, as well as those who are able to open accounts and do their personal banking at school.  

 

Curriculum Spotlight 
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The IC process and IC teams are implemented in every school in Hartland.  Currently, 29% of teachers serve 

on IC teams throughout the entire district.  IC teams consist of many other staff too, including administration 

and ancillary staff.  Last year alone over 330 kids were served through the process of IC, however strategies 

from these cases have and will continue to impact many more students for years to come.  IC is a process 

used to enhance teacher and student success.   

 

Quote from Hartland Teacher: “It was wonderful to have someone debriefing and reflecting on  

management and student behavior with me. I felt very supported. I felt like the case  

manager brought the tools and was ready to make a plan, which was work I did not have to 

come up with all on my own.  

ICT (Instructional Consultation Teams) 

Grade  SRI Expectations/Window 

3rd Grade Spring Only (May 1st- June 1st) 

 4th Grade Winter (January 1st –February 1st), Spring (May 1st- June 1st) 

 5th Grade Winter (January 1st –February 1st), Spring (May 1st- June 1st) 

 6th Grade Winter (January 1st –February 1st), Spring (May 1st- June 1st) 

7th Grade Spring (May 1st- June 1st) 

8th Grade Spring (May 1st- June 1st) 

9th Grade Spring Only (May 1st- June 1st) 

10th Grade Spring Only (May 1st- June 1st) 

11th Grade Spring Only (May 1st- June 1st) 

SRI 
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by Chuck Hughes 

     Often people ask me what my vision is for the Hartland Consolidated 
School District.  In other words, where do I want to see Hartland in the  
future? The answer is quite easy to share, yet difficult to accomplish  
without wonderful people like our team here in Hartland.  I usually  
respond with, I want Hartland to be known as a great premier school  

district of choice.  What I mean is that I do not want people to say that HCS is a good school 
district; I want them to say that it is a great school district and a place where I want my  
children or grandchildren to be educated.   
 
     In an effort to influence the move toward greatness, I regularly read educational articles, 
books, and research papers to try and find out what is working for other school districts and 
organizations.  Last month, an acquaintance shared with me the book Leverage Leadership 
2.0:  A Practical Guide to Building Exceptional Schools by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo 
(Jossey-Bass, 2018).  The book is broken down into three parts: instruction, culture, and 
making it happen.  This should sound familiar as Mr. Minsker often talks about instruction, 
culture, and alignment when he talks about moving our students toward yearly growth.  The 
author shares key common vocabulary among exceptional schools such as data-driven  
instruction (how do we know that students are learning and if not, what do we do?),  
common assessments (how do we know what all students know or don’t know?), spiraling of  
curriculum (student must be exposed to concepts in multiple years and in multiple ways), 
formative assessment (start with what students do not know so that you do not waste time 
with teaching what they already know), modeling (I do, mini-lesson, guided instruction, 
etc.), planning with a purpose (instructional planning guide), rigor (higher order thinking or 
Level 3 & 4 DOK),  and instructional coaches (teachers and principals learning on a daily  
basis) to name a few. 
 
     The author spends a lot of time helping the reader to understand the importance of  
monitoring learning on a regular basis.  He states, “The difference between a good school 
and a great school is not seen in the strongest teachers; the gap can be found in the  
difference between the strongest teacher and the weakest one.”  He goes on to share the 
power of instructional coaching and instructional rounds, as both of these supports ensure 
that teachers across the school learn to “replicate what’s working in the strongest teacher’s  
classrooms.”  He reminds us that in almost every profession there are coaches that help  
prospective professionals work through simulators, testing, daily tasks, etc. and that it is just 
as important for educators to embrace coaching as anywhere else.   
 
      In the end, the author states that great schools have leaders who set their vision, share it, 
and then monitor and maintain the vision throughout the organization.  He reminds leaders 
that to turn a “blind eye” to poor actions will lead to those actions becoming habits and that 
if you address the negativity when it occurs, you strengthen the culture (this is how we do it 
here).  The one quote that I will take away from reading this book is “ If instructional  
leadership is about giving your staff the ability to succeed, staff culture is about making sure 
they want to!”  The challenge is in identifying the people who “want it” and then building 
the culture from there.     
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Math 
by Annette Macfarlane 

 
 After making it through the grueling September/October stretch 
and first semester, teachers are ready to amplify things.  Kids now have all 
routines down, they know your expectations and they are ready to learn. 
Since things have calmed down, teachers are also busy at work trying to  
fine tune their craft.  On Friday, January 18th, the Hartland Preschool 
teachers and coordinators came in for ELA and Math Professional  
Development.   We went through all of the Kindergarten Common Core 
standards and explored ways to help support our students in preschool to 
become better prepared for Kindergarten.  Two teachers even left with 
some small group manipulatives that I made to practice one to one  
correspondence.  It was great collaboration time! 

 
 Almost every third through seventh grade 
team has set up a time to meet with me to review 
their math M-Step data.  The Target Analysis they 
receive with the MDE Mathematics Crosswalk  
provides detailed information highlighting strong, 
indifferent, and weak areas based on the  
Common Core Standards.   In these pictures, you 
can see 5th and 6th grade math teachers digging 
into their data. I am also setting up dates to work 
with classes on exploring the M-Step online  
practice test. Please let me know if I can help assist 
in anyway.   

 
 Teachers from Eighth grade through High school, are busy teaching all they can to prepare 
their students for the PSAT and SAT.  There is a lot students can do to help prepare themselves too.  
Students can enter their PSAT and SAT scores into Khan Academy and they will receive an  
individualized study plan.  Students can also download the app “Daily Practice SAT”. This app is 
connected to The College Board and provides one math question with a calculator, one math  
question without a calculator, one reading question, and one writing & language question every 
day.  If you ever want to know more about the PSAT or SAT visit the site www.collegeboard.org. 



by Monique Alberts 
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 Happy February!  Can’t believe January has already come and gone.  So many great things  
happening to kick off the 2019 year.  I would like to send a huge thank you to Angie Ronzi (and Meredith 
Blake, once our snow days allow for a full week) for collaborating in a week long shared reading plan.  It 
was so much fun engaging with Angie’s kindergarten students, there is no energy like 5 year old energy! A 
big shout to all the teachers who have jumped on the “Patterns of Power” grammar train.  After doing this 
work in several classrooms and grade levels across the district, I feel this level of grammar work will make 
a big difference for our readers and writers. I also wanted to celebrate the work that our LESA staff has 
been doing in their learning groups.  They have met with me to make writing toolkits, to study the reading  
progressions and anchor charts, and have engaged in a study of the “Patterns of Power” book. It is so  
awesome to be part of a group who is eager to learn and support their colleagues and students through 
aligning strategies and curriculum.  Last but not least, I wanted to give a huge kudos to our Hartland  
Preschool teachers for taking their PD time to learn more about the Prekindergarten Literacy Essentials. 
Sean LaRosa, Assistant Superintendent of Early Literacy, was also able to join us, sharing the history of the  
essentials and the work they are doing at the county/state level.  If you haven’t heard, some great work is 
taking place in our county and state levels around reading and writing. Looking forward to an exciting and 
busy February! In addition to modeling mini lessons, conferring, or small group work, below I have  
included other ideas/topics I would love to offer to anyone who is interested. Please let me know how I 
can support you.        
 

Planning and delivering a mini lesson in 15 minutes or less. 
 

Patterns of Power grammar lessons (1-6 grades) 
 

Component work 
 

Shared reading K-1 
 

Interactive writing K-1 
 

Read aloud with interactive talk K-8 
 

Read aloud with vocabulary work K-3 
 

Writing about Reading through sketchnoting 3-12 
 

Lifting the level of Conferring and Small Group work K-12 
 

Incorporating formative assessment into reading and writing K-12 

Quotes to Learn By....   
“My greatest fear is the teacher who says, ‘I know how to make reading/writing connections.  I know how to 
confer in ways that help writers. I know the qualities of good writing.’ My greatest fear is that we will suffer 
hardening of the ideologies, that we will lose the pioneer spirit that made this field a great one.” 

~Donald Murray “Father of the Writing Process” 
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Literacy Tip #999,999,999 
 

There are multiple types of read alouds.  We can 
read aloud to students for enjoyment, but that 
cannot be our only type of read aloud.  “Read 
Aloud with Accountable Talk” is another type of 
read aloud. Conversations can be guided by the 
teacher or student led.  This is a “with”  
component in the balanced literacy approach, 
and the teacher is supporting this work with the 
students. Another type of read aloud is “Read 
Aloud with a Vocabulary Focus”.  This type of 
read aloud is so critically important for our early 
learners. In modeling this work, students can 
learn how to synthesis and expand their  
vocabulary. Tanya Wright, professor and  
researcher at MSU, has some great articles on 
how to do this work in the early elementary 
classroom.  I am including the link to one of her 
vocabulary articles so you can check it out! 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1043526.pdf 

Also, the Literacy Essentials homepage has some 
good videos showing read aloud with a  
vocabulary focus in a early elementary  
classroom. 
https://literacyessentials.org/k-to-3/#videos 

Every DRA reading assessment kit comes with a manual/
DVD on administering the DRA.  New teachers in grades K-
4, or teachers who need a quick refresher in  
administering the DRA can go to the manual or DVD for 
support.  I would also be happy to answer any DRA  
questions, or come in to model a DRA with you. Just let me 
know! 

Off the Chart! 
 

I thought this was a great reminder of  staying true 
to the intentions and purposes of toolkits.  We 
want the time we spend creating resources to be 
purposeful and meaningful.  Remember to mine 
the unit you are teaching first before looking for 
resources elsewhere.  The Teacher’s College Units 
of Study hold all the resources we need to teach 
reading and writing, we just need to know the  
places to look.  I would be more that happy to help 
you create your toolkits for any of the units you 
teach. 

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1043526.pdf
https://literacyessentials.org/k-to-3/#videos
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This is a story about a 7th grade girl who is having to grow up too 
fast.  Living in a run down trailer, Zoey is responsible for taking care of 
her younger siblings while her mother tries to make ends meet.  School 
is often second to taking care of her family, until Zoey is encouraged by 
a teacher to join the school debate club. This forces her to transform 
“from feeling unworthy to claiming her own potential and power.”  A  
wonderful book from page 1! Perfect for grades 5-8. 

A heartwarming story about a relationship between a boy and his 
grandmother.  Perfect for showing our young writers that stories 
can be written in pictures, and the art of sending and receiving  
letters.  Perfect for grades K-2. 
 

A great professional read about the power of teaching our readers 
and writers how to create sketch notes.  Teachers can begin  
implementing the strategies immediately with your students.  
Teaching students how to sketch note is not only engaging, but 
forces students to be more metacognitive about what they are 
reading.  Works well with fiction or nonfiction texts. Perfect for 
grades 3-12. I would love to come in and model a mini lesson on 
“How to Sketch note”...just reach out and let me know! 
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Michele Astalos 
Data Tech 

Stacie Motz 
Data Tech 

David Allward 
Computer Tech 

Collin Corrion 
Computer Tech 

Glynn McHugh 

Network Admin/Tech 

Amanda Wright 

Grants facilitator/Tech 

Scott Usher 
Director of Technology 

Dave Larson 
Network Engineer 

Karen Wilson 
Tech /Student Services  

Jen Grabowski 
Help Desk 

CHROMEBOOK REMINDERS... 

Shutting Down Chromebooks 
 

We would like to remind teachers to have students shut down Chromebooks 
when putting them back in the charging carts for the night.  Often times they 
are simply closing the lids which really only places the Chromebook  
into a sleep or hibernate mode. The issue is that in order to get it’s updates, a Chromebook must 
be shut down and fully rebooted periodically.  Upon reboot the browser is refreshed, RAM is 
cleared, and most importantly the Chromebook is then eligible for automatic updates. 
 
During M-STEP preparation last year, we discovered many Chromebooks that were several  
updates behind.  We are currently discovering that many Chromebooks have not been rebooted 
in quite some time. Teachers trying to give the Passage-Based Field Test are again noticing that 
not every Chromebook is connecting to the testing service consistently.   
 

        
Simply click on the clock in the lower right hand corner of the screen 
then click the power button to shutdown your Chromebook.  This  
really should be done each night. 
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  Illuminate Online Testing

 

Did you know that you can set up any assessment in Illuminate for Online Testing? 
 

 
 

Constructed responses can also be entered online and then graded in Illuminate. 
 

 
 
 

Instructions on how to set up Online Testing in Illuminate can be found on the  
Hartland Tech Tutorials site. If you would like to schedule training, have any  
questions or need assistance, please contact Stacie Motz or Michele Astalos.  

https://sites.google.com/hartlandschools.us/hartlandtech/tutorials

